The Influence of Major Histocompatibility Complex and Vaccination with Turkey Herpesvirus on Marek's Disease Virus Evolution.
Over the last five decades, the pathogenicity of the Marek's disease virus (MDV) has evolved from the relatively mild strains (mMDV) observed in the 1960s to the more severe very-virulent-plus strains currently observed in today's outbreaks. The use of vaccines to control Marek's disease (MD), but not the infection cycle, is thought to be the major influence on the evolution of MDV. Selection for genetic resistance to MD has also been employed by the industry to control MD in the commercial setting but the role of host genetics on the evolution of MDV has been difficult to investigate in the field. To investigate the influence of vaccination and host resistance we developed a laboratory model to control and assess the effects of virus and animal genetics on MDV evolution. A bacterial artificial chromosome-derived MDV (Md5B40BAC) was used for in vivo passage (IVP) through turkey herpesvirus (HVT)-vaccinated resistant (MHC-B21) and susceptible (MHC-B13) genetic chicken lines. During IVP in the vaccinated susceptible line, the disease incidence increased from 23% MD in the first IVP to 53% MD during the fifth IVP. In the vaccinated resistant line, disease incidence increased from 0% MD during the first IVP to 29% MD during the fifth IVP. Although the IVP isolates remained relatively mild in the vaccinated resistant chicken line (29% MD) they increased from 0% to 63% MD when used to challenge the vaccinated susceptible chickens. There was no corresponding increase in disease incidence when the virus passed in the vaccinated susceptible genetic line was used to challenge the vaccinated resistant line. From this series of experiments we show that a cloned MDV (Md5B40BAC) can be selected by serial IVP to induce greater disease incidence in vaccinated chickens. This increase in disease incidence occurs in both susceptible and resistant chicken lines but is more easily observed in the susceptible line. Not surprisingly, both host genetics and vaccination play a role in selecting for increased MDV virulence. Our results suggest that the progressive increase in MDV virulence is partially masked as it circulates through vaccinated resistant genetic lines, but by applying this virus to less-resistant genetic lines, virus evolution can be clearly observed. We would predict that the introduction of more-resistant genetic lines into a commercial house contaminated with MDV circulating through susceptible lines would be less likely to produce vaccine breaks than placing susceptible lines into a house in which previously the MDV was circulating through resistant genetic lines.